Driving directions to **City Diner (aka Der Rathskeller or “The Rat”)**

in the LBC at Tulane University

Jazz at the Rat is held in City Diner (aka Der Rathskeller or “The Rat”) on the garden (lower) level of the Lavin-Bernick Center (LBC). The LBC is located on McAlister Drive (pedestrian traffic only), between Freret and Willow Streets (closer to Freret St.). The LBC is #29 on the [campus map](https://tulane.edu/maps-directions).

**On-campus parking directions:**

**From I-10 Baton Rouge:**
Exit Carrollton, turn right onto Carrollton. Turn left on Claiborne (you will have to make a U-turn after crossing Claiborne, and then make a right onto Claiborne). Turn right on Broadway. Turn left on Willow. Take the second right on Newcomb Place. Drive into campus. Park in one of the many available striped parking spots surrounding the LBC Quad (grassy area in front of the LBC). The LBC is #29 on the [campus map](https://tulane.edu/maps-directions) and the LBC Quad is "J." Walk to the LBC, and go to the bottom level to find City Diner aka The Rat.

**From the Central Business District via Claiborne:**
Head north on Claiborne. Turn left on Audubon Drive. After crossing Willow St., Audubon Drive automatically turns into Newcomb Place. Stay on that street, and drive into campus. Park in one of the many available striped parking spots surrounding the LBC Quad (grassy area in front of the LBC). The LBC is #29 on the [campus map](https://tulane.edu/maps-directions) and the LBC Quad is "J." Walk to the LBC, and go to the bottom level to find City Diner aka The Rat.

**From Central Business District via St. Charles Avenue:**
Head north on St. Charles Ave. Turn right on Broadway. Turn right on Willow. Take the second right on Newcomb Place. Drive into campus. Park in one of the many available striped parking spots surrounding the LBC Quad (grassy area in front of the LBC). The LBC is #29 on the [campus map](https://tulane.edu/maps-directions) and the LBC Quad is "J." Walk to the LBC, and go to the bottom level to find City Diner aka The Rat.

*If you are taking Uber/Lyft or using Google Maps, enter the destination “Lavin-Bernick Center – Tulane University.”*

For more information, contact the office of Newcomb-Tulane College Grants and Programs at 504-314-2829 or mweber3@tulane.edu. **For help with directions on the night of an event, call the LBC Info Desk at 504-865-5190.**

Campus Map: [tulane.edu/maps-directions](https://tulane.edu/maps-directions)